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GAME

ON!

How the Mobile Gaming Mindset
Impacts Ad Effectiveness

CHALLENGING THE
CONVENTIONAL
WISDOM

Advertising in mobile games has gotten a bad rap.

Were mobile gaming ads an intrusion or an integral

Despite 137 million U.S. gamers and 2.1 billion

part of the gaming experience?

worldwide, marketers frequently underestimate the

We didn’t want to rely on a gamer’s claimed response

value of the mobile gaming environment.*

to advertising. Rather, we really needed to uncover

Conventional wisdom says that the only ads that belong

their less conscious emotional reaction to a mobile

in mobile games are ads for other mobile games. But in

gaming ad near the actual time of exposure. Did their

fact, there is very little evidence to support that

stated response align with what they were actually

thinking or any other theories about its effectiveness

feeling? The framework for discovery relied on the

since little research has been done in this area.

following:

Tremor Video decided to dig deeper to uncover the

• Gauge respondents’ emotional states after playing

dynamics between game-play and video advertising
exposure to put the conventional wisdom to the test.
Our business question was simple: Can mobile gaming
provide an effective brand-building environment for
advertisers?
Mobile gaming is an immersive and highly engrossing
activity. The game is typically the focus of attention, at
times to the exclusion of everything else.. And with
production costs rivaling those of television, it can offer
advertisers a premium environment and a highly
attentive audience.
We theorized that a gamer’s mood and mindset might
be the key to understanding how the contextual effects
of gaming can impact their receptivity to advertising.
Sources: eMarketer, August 2017; newzoo.com/insights/segments/mobile-games

a mobile game

• Measure the impact of these emotional states on
ad effectiveness

• Discover respondents’ less conscious perceptions
of the ad vs. their stated opinions of it

With the goal of measuring the effectiveness of brand
advertising in games, no better or more universally
accepted point of comparison exists than tv,
generally regarded as the gold standard platform for
brand advertising. For this reason, we used streamed
television content as a benchmark for comparison
against our mobile gaming data.

Our results may surprise you.
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The study uncovered compelling insights into the dynamics
between the gaming mindset and ad effectiveness.

• Both the conscious and non-conscious
reactions to the mobile gaming ad were

were equally effective at driving key

highly positive.

brand metrics.

• There were no significant differences on

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

• The video game ad and the TV ad

• The results suggest that the

positive ad perceptions as a function of

heightened emotional and attentive

seeing the ad in a mobile game versus

state associated with game play more

TV watching, and in many cases, the

than overcomes any abstract feelings

reaction was stronger for the mobile

of annoyance about ads in general.

gaming ad than the TV ad.

• The effectiveness of ads may be
attributed to the heightened state of
mind people experience while in
gameplay mode. Higher attention can
lead to higher ad recall.

METHODOLOGY
Respondents were sorted into two groups. The control group watched a TV show in a
browser a bit past the first ad pod that included the test ad. The test group played a highly
popular mobile video game, during which they were presented with the test ad. The test ad
was a CPG snack ad targeted at parents.
Sample criteria:
• Age 18-60
• Played a mobile game on a smartphone or tablet at least twice per month
• Test cell must have test game loaded on their mobile device
• Test cell: N=376; Control cell: N=251
See Appendix for a detailed description of methodology
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THE
GAMING
EXPERIENCE
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GAMING USAGE BY TIME OF DAY
64%

PRIMETIME IS
GAMETIME

51%
44%
33%
28%

Most gaming occurs in the evening hours that
are often reserved for watching TV. When we

22%
Gaming Apps

overlay the preferred gaming environments, we
discover that gaming is typically done while
relaxing at home, watching TV, or before bed.
Not surprising since 90% of gamers describe

6am - before 9am

9am - before 12 noon

12 noon - before 4pm

4pm - before 7pm

7pm - before 11pm

11pm - before 6am

“What time of day do you typically use gaming apps?

mobile gaming as “me time.” In fact, 80% will

PREFERRED GAMING ENVIRONMENTS

make time for gaming when they really should
be doing something else (e.g. working,

Male (A)

Female (B)

studying, playing with my kids, household
81%

chores/errands, etc). Men and women have
similar patterns of behavior, though men are

77%

more likely to game during the middle of the
day, whereas women are more likely to game
at the extremes of the day: early morning and
before bed.

62%

55%
29% A

17% B

50%

23% B

21%

7%
8%

Right after I wake up

66% A

While commuting
to/from work

15%
When I'm at work

5%
Picking kids up from During my "downtime" While also watching
school
at home
TV

“When do you typically play games on your mobile device? (Select all that apply)”
Note: Capital letters indicate statistical significance at the 90% confidence interval (A/B).

Before going to sleep

GAMERS ARE
FREQUENTLY
MULTI-SCREENING
In the battle for eyeballs, TV loses ground

FREQUENCY OF MOBILE GAMING WHILE WATCHING TV

among mobile gamers: almost half of their
TV time is spent mobile gaming. Given the
immersive nature of mobile gaming,

44%

attention is likely to be directed at the small
screen rather than the big screen. In fact,
83% “often play mobile games when an ad

48%

comes up on TV.”

8%
NEVER/RARELY

SOMETIMES

“When you watch TV, how frequently are you also playing games on your mobile device?”

FREQUENTLY/
EVERY TIME

GAMERS ARE
LEANING IN...
WAY IN

MOOD/MINDSET
Mobile Gamers
73%

TV Content Viewers
75%

71%

We looked at differences in the state of mind

71%
67%

when people are playing a mobile game vs

66%
57%

watching a streamed TV show. While

58%

61%
55%

playing a game, gamers reported feeling
more determined, competitive, alert, capable,

38%

active and energized, while TV viewers tend
to be more relaxed. This reflects the much

27%

more active state when playing. They are
goal oriented and constantly riding the

22%

continuum between achievement and defeat.

14%

Concentrating on something, participating
with the thing that has your attention drives
a more heighted mood state. Watching a
show is more relaxed and passive, even if
you love the show.

Determined

Competitive

Attentive

Alert

Active

Energized

Relaxed

“We'd like to learn some more about how you felt while playing [the mobile game]/watching the TV show.
Please rate how well each of the feelings below describes how you felt on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 means
‘not at all’ and 5 means ‘extremely’. "While playing [the mobile game]/watching the TV show, I felt...“

RATIONAL
PERCEPTIONS
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THE MOBILE VIDEO
GAME AD WAS
EQUALLY AS
EFFECTIVE AS THE
TV AD IN DRIVING
BRAND METRICS

RATIONAL PERCEPTIONS OF THE AD
(T2B)

80%
81%

Makes [the brand] seem
different from other snacks

78%
83%

Gives me a better impression
of [the brand]

78%
82%

Makes me think more
favorably of [the brand]
Makes me trust [the brand]

72%
73%

The ad generated impressively high scores
for all the brand metrics across the board.

Makes me consider [the
brand] more

70%
76%

Equally important: there were no meaningful
differences in how the gamers and the TV

Makes me want to buy the
product

streamers reacted to the ad. The product
seemed different from other snacks, the ad

This ad really grabbed my
attention

got their attention, gave them a more
favorable impression of the product, it

The ad is memorable

68%
71%
62%
65%
61%
66%

increased consideration, it increased
purchase intent, and it was memorable. All of
these to pretty much the same degree no
matter whether the ad appeared in a game or
a TV show.

Below are a few different statements that people like you might use to describe ads.
We'd like to know how you feel after looking at this ad [respondent sees still image of
ad]. How strongly do you agree or disagree that this ad for [the brand]

Mobile Gamers
TV content viewers

ADVERTISING IS
PART OF THE
GAMING
EXPERIENCE
Overall opinions towards mobile game
advertising were highly positive. Rewarded
ads are highly valued, and people would

ATTITUDES TOWARDS ADVERTISING
T2B Agreement

I don’t mind watching a mobile
ad if I get some sort of in-game
reward

86%
81%

I prefer watching ads in a free
mobile gaming app rather than
upgrading to an ad-free version

82%
76%

rather watch ads in exchange for a free app
rather than upgrade to an ad-free version.
People understand the value exchange and
as a result, 60% said that advertising does

Advertising during TV shows
does not impact my enjoyment
of the TV show

65%
64%

not impact their enjoyment of the game, a
figure on par with TV (64%).

Advertising in mobile games
does not impact my enjoyment
of the game

63%
57%

Male (A)

“Please indicate your level of agreement with each of the following statements.”

Female (B)

EMOTIONAL
PERCEPTIONS
13

A DEEP DIVE INTO
EMOTIONAL RESONANCE
People can’t easily describe their feelings, especially when it comes to advertising. On a conscious
level, people rarely admit to liking advertising, or claiming that it works. Yet brand metric and
sales lift studies provide evidence that advertising is effective at communicating brand attributes
and driving purchase consideration and sales. So what is really going on?
Our study employed three
diagnostic tests to get at the
subconscious emotional response to
an advertising stimulus.
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•
•
•

Emotion Circumplex
Linguistic Coding
Rapid Response

GETTING AT
THE ROOT
OF EMOTIONS

THE EMOTION OF THE GAME PLAYING/
TV SHOW WATCHING EXPERIENCE
Positive, Highly
Energized
(Excited, Inspired)
70
60
50

The words you see here (excited, inspired, happy,
satisfied, relaxed, etc.), have been found to be the
simplest feelings that are consciously identifiable,

Negative, Highly
Energized
(Stressed, Irritated)

feelings people can readily identify in themselves

40
30

Positive,
Moderately
Energized
(Happy, Satisfied)

20

and use to describe their feelings. Using this

10

method, we see that both show watchers and

0

game players have universally positive emotions,
which is what you’d expect in an entertainment
experience. But the energy behind these
emotions is higher for game players, who are in a
heightened emotional state as we saw earlier. This
is important because when you are in such a state,
you’re more likely to take an action.

THE EMOTION
CIRCUMPLEX
WHY THIS
FRAMEWORK?

§ Strong research evidence supports
the idea that these words are the
simplest feelings that are consciously
accessible (Russell, 2003)
§ People readily understand and
describe feelings in these ways
§ Offers deeper understanding beyond
surface meaning of the word

Negative,
Moderately
Energized
(Miserable,
Dissatisfied)

Positive, Low
Energy
(Secure, Relaxed)

SO WHAT?®
§ Provides insight into actions
and behaviors likely to result
from feelings
§ Can be used in a variety of
studies, including customer
experience, brand experience,
ad and concept testing

Negative, Low
Energy
(Bored, Tired)

Mobile Gamers
TV Content Viewers

Russell, J. A. (2003). Core affect and the psychological construction of emotion.
Psychological Review, 110, 145–172.

HOW
CONSUMERS
RELATE TO
A BRAND
In this exercise, respondents were asked to
sell the brand to a friend using their own
words. This provides a gauge as to how

Healthy, easy
to use, natural
ingredients.”

That it is supposed to be
a healthy, kids friendly …
and taken on the go.”

My daughter loves these
and I can relate to a bunch
of her friends having these.”

effective the creative is at communicating
the brand’s message. Results should show

It's a portable
[product] that you
can eat anywhere
without a spoon.”

that consumers are able to recall key
attributes of the brand - which is exactly
what happened in our study. We saw

“If a friend was looking for a new children's snack, and asked your opinion, what would you tell them about [the brand]? Please be as detailed as possible,
including any information from the ad you just saw as well as any other information that you think is relevant.”

positive associations between the product
and the key attributes of the brand’s
messaging: health, ease of use, and family.
Clearly the ad made a strong impression
among the gaming sample.

LINGUISTIC CODING

SO WHAT?®

WHY DOES IT WORK?

§ Linguistic Coding can help determine whether or not your
brand elicits an emotional response and whether it is
positive or negative

§ Linguistic Coding taps into the non-conscious thought
processes that take place when people are discussing a
brand or product

§ It can help evaluate how strong consumer beliefs are, how
engaged they are in your ideas and how consumers relate
to your brand

§ The words we use reflect what we are paying attention
to, what we are thinking about, what we want to avoid,
how we feel, and how we perceive our environment

§ Can be used to help improve advertising and
communications, assess brand strength, evaluate new
product concepts or help to improve other brand or
product marketing efforts

MEASURING BRAND
PERCEPTIONS IN
THE MIND OF THE
CONSUMER

BRAND PERCEPTIONS
MOBILE GAMERS VS TV CONTENT VIEWERS

Innovative

42% B

27%

Modern

37%

31%

Exciting

47% B

34%

With Rapid Choice® we get an idea of how people feel
without giving them a chance to even think about it,

Fun

49% B

38%

essentially to survey their subconscious. In this rapid
response exercise, we showed a series of words and

Playful

42%

47%
Mobile Gamers (A)

the respondents had to choose whether the word
described the way they felt about the ad as fast as

Authentic

21%

35% B

TV Content Viewers (B)

possible. This test was developed at the University of
Washington about 25 years ago, and it’s very
common in psychological research. The quicker you

Exercise: Does the word describe this ad?
Note: Capital letters indicate statistical significance at the 90% confidence interval (A/B).

answer, the stronger your implicit association with the
stimulus, as measured in milliseconds. In this Rapid
Choice exercise, we found that at a less conscious,

RAPID RESPONSE

gut level the game players were generally quicker to

WHY DOES IT WORK?

HOW DOES IT WORK?

§ Stimuli activate neural networks in
our minds that include relevant
associations, even those that are
not consciously held

§ Respondents are presented a rapid
succession of words that they must
individually classify as describing the
stimulus or not

§ Once a neural network is
activated, it is easier to respond to
associated concepts, leading to
faster responses

§ Responses are made quickly, using
the keyboard so that active
cognitive processing is limited, and
latent associations are captured

choose positive words to describe the ad. Words like
”exciting,” “fun,” and “playful” were strongly
associated with the brand in the mind of the gamer,
and significantly higher than scores for the TV
content viewers.

SO WHAT?®
§ Rapid Choice™ has been used to help reposition
and strengthen brands, to evaluate logos and
packaging on a deeper level, and to identify
winning product concepts
§ Rapid Choice™ has also helped improve
attribute evaluations in a variety of study types
including but not limited to branding, product
development, segmentation, advertising,
satisfaction, and cross-culture global studies

NEGATIVE
ATTITUDE ABOUT
ADVERTISING DOES
NOT IMPACT ITS
EFFECTIVENESS
Advertisers’ reluctance to advertise in mobile

BRAND PERCEPTIONS
MOBILE GAMERS VS GAMERS “ANNOYED BY ADS”

42%
41%

Innovative

Modern

37%
33%

games stems, in part, from a respect for the user
experience. Ads may be perceived as intrusive

47%
44%

Exciting

and therefore annoying to the gamer, generating a
negative response to the ad and possibly the
brand itself. That may be true in some cases, but

50%
52%

Fun

our results were quite interesting. We isolated the
responses from the mobile gamers who claimed
that watching the ad was annoying from those

49%
48%

Playful

who were not bothered by the ad. Across virtually
every attribute, the scores were remarkably
similar. This suggests that advertising still has a

Authentic

positive impact on brand perception even if
gamers report finding it annoying.

RPC2_RPC_Exercise: Does the word describe this ad?

35%
32%

Mobile Gamers
Gamers "annoyed by ads"

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR ADVERTISERS?
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1
WHAT PEOPLE SAY MAY NOT BE HOW THEY
ACTUALLY ARE INFLUENCED BY THE AD
Claiming that ads are annoying is a conscious reaction to almost any question
about advertising. But that should not deter media buyers from mobile games.
Just because people say they feel a certain way, doesn’t mean that the
advertising can’t be impactful. Media strategy should be based on deeper insight
than a survey response.
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2
PLATFORM PREJUDICES
NEED A RE-THINK
The data strongly suggest that we should dispense with the idea that mobile is for
direct response ads and mobile games are only for game app install ads. Brand
advertisers do not question the usage of TV programming for brand building, but now
we’ve started to collect evidence that video presented inside a game can be equally as
effective at communicating brand attributes and product benefits to an audience.
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3
PERFORMANCE PARITY IS AN ECONOMIC
OPPORTUNITY FOR ADVERTISERS
If in-game video ads and ads in streamed network quality television programming are in fact
equally effective, there are real economic implications for advertisers. The cost of advertising
on television increases every year, while mobile gaming CPMs are relatively low in comparison.
Adding premium supply from games means that the cost of video ads in these two
environments may tip the balance in favor of gaming apps, leading to opportunities to take
advantage before the two platforms come into alignment from a cost perspective.
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GAME OVER
For information or questions on this research,
please contact:
Lekha Rao
VICE PRESIDENT, MEDIA RELATIONS &
CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS
lrao@tremorvideo.com
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About Tremor Video (NYSE: TRMR) is a video

About LRW

monetization software company that helps premium

(Lieberman Research Worldwide):

publishers maximize advertising return across

LRW is recognized as one of the ten most

mobile, desktop, and OTT video inventory,

innovative firms in its industry and is one of the 25

providing greater control, transparency, safety and

largest marketing research firms in the world. Since

effectiveness.

1973, LRW has been providing its data-driven
consulting services to management teams of top
global brands on issues such as strategy, branding,
communications, new product development, and
customer experience. LRW leverages its unique “so
what?®” consulting model, sophisticated marketing
science capabilities and recent innovations in
Pragmatic Brain Science® to deliver real business
impact for its clients. LRW is headquartered in Los
Angeles with offices in London, New York,
Philadelphia, Chicago, and Orange County. To learn
more, visit http://www.LRWonline.com or
http://LRWblog.net/.

APPENDIX
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Tremor Video partnered with Lieberman Research

Sample Sizes:

Worldwide, a full-service, custom market research

•

consultancy who conducts research in over 80

• N= 376 Test cell

countries around the globe.

• N= 251 Control cell
• N= 341 Male

15 minute online survey, during which time

• N= 286 Female

respondents were exposed to the test ad.

•

N = 537 respondents reporting seeing
at least one ad

Test cell respondents were allowed to take the

METHODOLOGY
AND
RESPONDENT
SAMPLE SIZES

N= 627 respondents across the US

survey on either their computer or mobile device.

• N = 300 Test cell

Control cell respondents were only allowed to take

• N = 237 Control cell

the survey on their mobile device.

•

N = 303 respondents reported seeing the test ad
•N = 116 Test cell

Respondent Qualifications:

•N = 187 Control cell

•

Adults age 18-60

•

Own a smartphone or tablet

Test and control cells were sample balanced

•

Must play mobile games on their mobile device

by age and gender.

at least twice a month
•

Test Cell

Selected game is currently downloaded
on mobile device

